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The Author of the Golden Rule

DAVID SHWARTZ
(Copyright, 1947, Jewish Teleby

graphic Agency, Inc.
The well known author, Robert

in

an article in the New
York Herald Tribune explaining
his rather sensationalistic novel
‘‘King Jesus”, remarks on the fact
that Hillel anticipated much which
was to be credited later to the
founder of Christianity.
For the most part Christian students have almost completely igGraves,

nored Hillel. Perhaps the most
quoted sentence in civilization is

that embodying the Golden Rule.
The question is who is entitled to
the copyright privileges and royalties for this. The royalties to
date should be enormous.
The story the Talmud tells us
that a heathen came to Hillel and
asked him for a concise definition
of Judiasm, while he was "standing on one foot.”
And Hillel replied, so the Talmud tells us, "What is hateful unBEST WISHES
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to thee do not unto thy neighbor.
This is the whole law. All the rest
is commentary.”

The Jewish
Encyclopedia,
I
think, must be entirely right when
it says that this answer of Hillel
was known in all Jerusalem and
had its effect
on Christianity.
There can be little doubt that from
it stemmed the Golden Rule of the
New Testament. Hillel was the original author.
The entire story of Hillel’s life
and philosophy was a kind oi
"commentary” to his main rule.
Thus, it was Hillel who also said,
"Be of the disciples of Aaron, loving peace and pursuing peace, lov,

ing your fellow men and drawing
them closer to the Torah.”
If Hillel was an idealist, he was
also a practical man. For it was
Hillel who also said: “If I am not
for mjteelf, who is for me.” It is
a fact that there are many people
who are not for themselves, people who are kinder to others than
to themselves,
people who will
fight for the rights of other people, when they will lay down in
the struggle for their own just
There are people too who can
jutter fine idealistic sentiments but
who do not embody their own
Hillel was one vho
teachings.
could do both. His own life was
of the peaceful and loving type
which he preached.
There is the famous story of
the two men who wagered that
they could cause Hillel to lose his
temper.
They plied him with
questions designed to annoy him
and resorted to insults, but Hillel
remained as calm as a spring day.
Perhaps at bottom this offers the
key to his entire personality and
He was at peace with
teachings.
himself, and when one is at peace
with himself, he will be more likely
to be at peace with the entire
world. Something of this helps to
explain the anti-Semite. A recent
study by a psychologist shows very
definitely that the rabid anti-Semites are always frustrated people.
They are really anti-themselves.
One of the often quoted sayings
of Hillel is “If not now, when,”
which means to say, “Brother,
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only daily newspaper in English giving a complete
of the day-to-day developments in the upbuildmg of the
Jewish National Home.
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HELEN HAYES
The first lady of the theatre,
Miss Helen Hayes, will officially
launch the campaign to raise sl,hos000,000 for a much-needed
pital in Palestine, when she acts
as hostess to many of New York’s
notables at Louis Sherry’s on Sun16th. The affair
day, February
is in behalf of the National Sick
Fund of Palestine (Kupat Cholim

Jerusalem
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American Committee inmany prominent Americans
some

members,

its

of

are: New York Commisof Health, Dr. Israel Weinstein; New York Commissioner
of Hospitals, Dr. Edward N. Bernecker; Col. Charles E. Keegan,
former Military Governor of Bavaria; Samuel Markle, President,
New York Metropolitan Council
of B’nai B’rith; United States
Senator Edwin C. Johnson of Colorado; Jacob S. Spiro, Commander
of
New York State Department
of
the
the Jewish War Veterans
U. S. and many others.
Headquarters of the American
Committee for the National Sick
Fund of Palestine are located at
113 West 42nd Street, New York
City.
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direct contact with the recipient of his charity. Even when approached by intermediaries, dignitaries of the community, the giver
still knew that every cent of his contribution would be spent for the
poor. To be sure there were itinerant collectors, traveling from town
to town, to raise money for poor brides, for people whose houses were
swept away by fire, for erudite authors without means to publish
their works. Some of the monies collected were kept by the collector,
but then he, too, was a poor man. Contemporary “collectors” are highly paid executives, receiving, in some cases, salaries larger than those
Am Ito
of Senators, and many may well ask: Is this charity?
contribute towards the maintenance of a large bureaucracy?
But the contemporary “bureaucracy” is highly efficient, and
Jewish relief has become a public utility less degrading to the Individual than the old time giving, it is systematized, involving the collection and distribution of millions, and replacing obsolete alms-giving
which constructive relief on a global basis, involving the transfer and
rehabilitation of entire communities.
Jewish philanthropy now accomplishes aims which charity had never dreamed of. There is the
danger, of course, of bureaucracy converting the fund-raising machinery into apparatus for its own maintenance, and of the giver developing an impersonal attitude towards relief programs because of his
inability to see the structure behind the budget figures. These figures
should be explained in human terms, all expenditures should be with(Bernard Lerner)
in reason and good taste.
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D. Segal discusses in the Jewish Daily Forward the evolution of
Jewish charity. In the small European town, the “giver” was In

quit procrastinating.”
It implies
that the art of procrastination was
pretty well developed even in ancient times. There is a story about the Jews which relates how
on Rosh Hashana we chant in the
Synagogue:
“Next year we may
be in Jerusalem.” .Thus we are
always putting our own deliverance off a half year.
Solom Schrechter once remarked on the similarity in the characters of Hillel and Lincoln. As a
young man, Hillel was a woodchopper, where Lincoln was a rail
splitter. Lincoln and Hillel were
both conspicuous for the essential
humanitarianism of their philosophies, and both, I might add, seemed to like to express an idea pithily-
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